DATA PROVISION AGREEMENT FROM RESEARCH INTO SLOVAK ARCHIVE OF SOCIAL DATA (SASD)

	Submitter (first name, surname, institute)........................ provides for archiving needs the Slovak Archive of Social Data (SASD) with data file of research (research name, year of execution)............................... together with the following documentation:

1. Data file in format spss
2. Questionnaire in Slovak (and in Hungarian) language in electronic and printed version 
3. Tables of frequency in electronic form
4. Methodological information about research 
5. Information about the focus and contents of the research together with a list of those who conducted the research 

	Submitter

- confirms that under authority of approval of the management (name of the institute).............., is authorised to dispose of this file and provide SASD with these under thereinafter mentioned conditions for the public use;
- agrees that the submitted file together with accompanying information will be by SASD 
	included into its database,

used for methodological analysis, survey studies and reports and 
offered within the frame of its activities to third parties for the purpose of non-commercial education and reseach.
 accessed also in English variant 

	Provider (submitter) determines the observance of these specific conditions:

............................................................................................................................................
4. ….Chief solver of the Slovak Achive of Social Data project undertakes that: 
	the submitted data will not be used or given to third parties for purposes other than that of non-commercial education and research without the written consent of the provider,

will quote the author by every using of the submitted data and documentation,
will adhere to the agreed specific conditions (providing they were agreed),
the archived documentation and data will be a component part of the data archive under mentioned conditions also subsequent to the end of establishment of the Slovak Archive of Social Data project (as per 31.12.2005) and irrespective of its operator.
 a new agreement with the provider will be signed in the event of changing the founder or of the conditions of data archive use 
Bratislava                                             (date)
Provider (submitter)


Head of SASD

On behalf of the Department of Sociology of Comenius University in Bratislava

